
Standing/Pop-Up Fold
 
You Will Need:

Sizzix® Big Shot™ Machine (660200) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Express Machine (660850) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Plus Machine (660020)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Owl #2 (657694) by Dena Designs™

Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Heartfelt by Tim Holtz® (660233)
Designer paper (Sweet Paris 8 x 8 by Dovecraft)
Old Paper Distress Ink and applicator
Pattern makers wheel
Fine marker pen
Ivory card
Cocktail sticks
Twine 

How to Make:

1. Take a rectangle of ivory card and follow the directions in the standing/pop-up fold video ensuring that the folded card is large enough to cover the 
area of the owl. 

2. Die-cut the parts to create the owl and one of the Heartfelt hearts from a variety of patterned papers and ink the edges of the die-cuts.  

3. Use the pattern makers wheel together with a fine black marker to create the faux stitched effect around the edges of the owl, wings and heart 
before assembling all the separate elements. 

4. Finally, attach the assembled owl to the folded and die-cut base card. 
 
 

How to create a Standing/Pop-Up video - Click Here
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http://www.sizzix.co.uk/videos/channel/view/id/2/playlist/62/
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How to Make:

1. Repeat the steps for the pop-up card except when placing the folded ivory card against the die, tilt it slightly so that the fold is offset. 

2. Attach a couple of cocktail sticks to the wings and string with the twine.  

3. Use a pair of scissors to cut the bunting and add the letters with an alphabet stamp set before attaching to the twine. 

4. Fold the ivory base card and attach the floral pattern paper to both ends. 

Where the card is folded in the centre of the ivory owl, pop this out and apply a little glue to both sides before placing into the base card and holding 
closed until the glue dries. Open the card and see the owl spring into life. 
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